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designed to bring to students in the social sciences insights into the richness and complexity of human life as.
Meanwhile, the middle-class black families that once sustained neighborhoods in Chicago continue to leave for even better opportunities—Chicago lost 181,000 black residents between 2000 and 2010, most of them middle-class people who could afford to pick up and move elsewhere—which further widens the gulf between the rich and poor. In Chicago, unlike many global cities, the neighborhoods that struggled 30 years ago are still the neighborhoods that struggle today. While New York’s East Village has changed completely in the past three decades, Chicago’s Englewood has been slower to change. Find and connect with Chicago’s best Family Photographers. Hand picked by an independent editorial team and updated for 2019. Bethany Kruska Photography provides on-location photography services for families in Chicago, Illinois. They help families, expecting mothers, newborn babies, and engaged couples in capturing their special memories. Bethany Kruska, owner and head photographer, takes pride in delivering quality images all taken under natural light to emphasize her subject’s life story. She works closely with her clients to find the perfect spot for the photo session.